Smart passenger
information
INTEGRATED, DYNAMIC SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

CERTAINLY PROGRESSING

SMART PASSENGER INFORMATION
FOR TRANSPORTATION COMPANIES
/// Cost-efficient: Easy to integrate into composite systems
/// Complete one-stop solution: You get full service – from planning, hard- and software to operations
/// Low demands: One power supply is sufficient
/// Intuitive: Like self understandable from every passenger usable
/// Dynamic: Your system - your content - freely definable
/// Flexible: Changeable at short notice
/// Intermodal: Information for all means of transport: system availability, fault management - maximum benefit
/// Changeable: A system that keeps up with you
/// Barrier-free: Voice output, taktile marking, beacon

Efficiency through quality - we think information anew!
How do we prepare data to meet the mobility needs of today‘s society? How do we deliver accurate data in order
to create more quality and thus customer satisfaction?
Today‘s data and display systems can not always reflect the
dynamics of events up-to-date and customer-oriented, since
the infrastructure does not meet the requirements or simply
lacks access.
Your customers expect you to be able to answer the following

questions directly and without complications: How much time
do I have to change? Is there a interruption? Are there faster
alternatives, also with other transport companies? When does
the bus depart, driving me directly to my destination?
Smart passenger information meet the demands of modern
public transport guidance. Through useful linking of data and
sophisticated ergonomics in handling and in the application,
the quality of the data, the routing and thus the customer satisfaction increases.

How do smart passenger information help?
The applications can be designed in many ways, which is why we offer four solution
platforms as a complete package whose application examples show the range of possibilities.

SMART.STATIONS SOLUTIONS
FROM ONE SOURCE:

Merging the data
Assembly and maintenance
The supply chain of smart.STATIONS systems
has matured to the last detail. Smooth assembly and efficient service complete high-quality
product solutions. smart.STATIONS systems
are ahead of your time. Get convinced
by applications in use!

smart.STATIONS applications
link your data usefully, systemindependently and efficiently, so that
the practical use and the customer
benefit are in the focus.

Extracting qualified data
The customer and his
possible requirements are
crucial. We create the
maximum benefit from
your data.

Applicationoriented design
smart.STATIONS products
can be designed and delivered
to the last detail through
high design and production
experience and combination options. Ergonomics,
safety and accessibility
are also in focus.

Updating and transferring
the data in real time
We then relay information as it passes - no data
queues, always keeping an eye on the train operations.
This is real-time for us: short, up-to-date and pioneering.

DIGITAL DISPLAY-SOLUTIONS
How smart.STATIONS implement smart passenger information
OUR APPROACH:

Working out the solution
through IT, display and
implementation concept

Capturing the
location- and
customerspecific task

Detailing
concept, offer,
placing of order

Implementation,
Operation and
Maintenance

CASE EXAMPLE: Customer-specific information for air travelers
and relief of the central traveler information desk
Conditions: There are two main customer groups at the Wiesbaden
main station: airport travelers and passengers with the destination
Frankfurt station. No targeted information was available for the first
customer group in particular. Especially in the event of interruptions or
delays, the DB information and the local service staff were overcharged.

Single solution: Monitors at Wiesbaden main station

Procedure and order processing: Crucial was the question of which
content should be implemented with which information. In practice,
the responsible station management already knew about the main
destinations and related information requirements of the passengers. All connections to Frankfurt Airport and Frankfurt Central
Station should, if possible, be shown separately or at least clearly
visible, without neglecting the other passenger and connection information.
The result: Three displays were installed above the central entrance.
On the outside, all connections are shown, with the two main destinations per connection highlighted. In the middle, only lines and
connections to Frankfurt Airport are displayed. With the respective
signs and icons provided, travelers can quickly capture the information and be directed to the right track. For the DB information,
a display solution with real-time data on the airport bus, the site
availability and routing to local facilities in the station building with
changing display was implemented.

Integrated wayfinding systems solution: Schematic representation for project in progress

Advantages smart.STATIONS-solutions
/// Location-optimized conception & configuration
/// Simple data integration
/// Multiple display options
/// Economical in implementation and operation
/// Vandalism resistant and barrier-free

Single solution: New construction monitor Worms main station

Basically, we can adapt, reconstruct and produce any display layout. The displays integrate easily into existing design concepts
or infrastructure and use the imagery that is already learned or
known by the passengers.
The content complies with common standards and can be tailored to specific needs. The electronic components used are optimized for the respective application, energy-saving and suitable
for indoor or outdoor use. smart.STATIONS also incorporates service-oriented features that enable quick and easy maintenance,
such as special locking mechanisms and modules.

OUR PORTFOLIO - WHICH OPTIONS DO EXIST

DISPLAY SOLUTIONS
INTEGRATED
(Retrofitting or upgrading of existing systems)

COMPLETE SOLUTION
(redesigned)

Installation
options

Wayfinding
signs

Showcase

Stele

Steles (stand-alone), single monitor
(Ceiling or wall mounting)

Display
options

Departure times
in real-time,
system availability on site for
more accessibility, intermodal
passenger
information

Stationoverview with
intermodal
transport
information

Advance direction
sign information,
depature times in
real-time for more
efficient mobility,
fault reports

At stele (stand-alone), for example:
Station overview, pre-indicator,
digital line indicator, barrier-free
speech

in preparation

Darmstadt main
station, Berlin
Ostbahnhof

Berliner
Verkehrsbetriebe
BVG (as
integration)

Stele: Berlin Südkreuz Remote bus station,
Strausberger Bahn
(as a complete solution - new)
Monitors: Wiesbaden Hbf

Touchscreen,
beacon

Touchscreen,
voice output,
beacon

Touchscreen, info system for
multiple content, beacon,
Speech output (only stele)

Selected
references

Extension
options /
product
applications

With single-monitor, for example:
Station overview, pre-indicator,
digital line indicator, Special content

Display Options

Screen sizes & options

Almost all information and areas
can be displayed, for example:

The digital displays are available in different sizes and formats.
The recommended models are always compliant with applicable
standards for distance, readability, read speed, accessibility, and
desired content.

/// Fault management
/// Ride and line information
/// Changes in platforms or tracks
/// Data from other companies
/// Way finding
/// Site availability/ accessability within large
or small stations
/// Connections in smaller stations graphic content

NEW: NOW ALSO WITH
TOUCH-FUNCTION
More display options, more interaction
options: especially in travel or information
centers, touchscreen solutions can relieve pressure on
the counters and reduce waiting times.

Relative to the monitor sizes, this results in clear specifications
with regard to font, character and form of presentation. Depending on the type of installation as ceiling or wall installation, distance and orientation to the passenger, site-specific monitors or
recommendations can be derived.

DATA TRANSMISSION
The data transmission can take place via UMTS or LAN connection. Information is displayed automatically and in real time. If required, the service personnel can provide information about the
current situation via the management interface from the workstation or on the move.
Dedicated fallback levels provide meaningful information as long
as the connection is interrupted or central systems of the transport company fail. This makes the system independent as long as
the power supply is ensured on site.
The system can be enriched with a wide variety of data via any
interface and thus avoid additional or additional costs for the
transport company. Depending on the data quality, different operating conditions can be fully automated processed and displayed. In addition, the displays can be extended by any modules or
applications for customer communication.

Product highlights displays
/// Suitable for daylight, extended temperature
range for outdoor use
/// Light sensors for more energy efficiency
Wayfing system integration prototype:
Real-time data pre-indicator integrated into static shield.

/// Vandalism protection for showcases
and stele solutions

Selection of contents
Type pre-indicator
For up-to-date information on the means of transport at the respective track, with direction sorting as wall or ceiling mounting.
As content for stele at stops suitable.

Application options
The monitors can be attached to the most visible places
as follows (see schematics below). For this we colaborate with you to develop a concept for how the wayfinding
can be installed most effectively.

Monitor mounted suspended
from ceiling

Type station overview
Intermodal overview with direction sorting and if necessary
routing function. Ideal for showcases and large steles in halls,
entrance areas and central walkways. Vertical station overviews
for use in steles, also suitable for wall-mounted displays.
Monitor mounted
sideways to wall

Monitor on post

Type stele
Small display solutions for use in steles at public transport stops.

assembled.

Display from below at bar
assembled. The monitor is 15%
inclined forward for better readability.

Design Schmidt & Pütz Projektmanagement GmbH and beMATES GmbH on behalf of DB AG: digital „bead cord“ at S + U-Bhf. Westhafen

DIGITAL LINE INDICATOR

smart.STATIONS is constantly developing the possibility of integrating all relevant information into different display formats. Real-time
information in the form of a bead on the platform completes your stations by combining all the information and data sources in one graphic
display: Data integration and assembly are stele- or wall-mounted,
simply and economically.

Your advantages
/// Full usage of existing data sources
and intelligent data management
/// One system for all relevant information
/// Constant clarity in standard and fault cases
/// Combination of pre-indicator, routing,
site availability, construction and fault management
/// Customer-learned and internationally
understood form of presentation

Schematic depiction U-Bahn station: Combined with real-ime information, the best possible indicator for commuters

Digital line displays with combined display options

Construction designs and display modes
Various construction and display modes are possible.
So there can be an overall line overview, or even a combination of route indicator with stop-overs in „beaded“
optics.
In the „line overview“ display mode, the complete line
is displayed as an overview. The current station is highlighted, past stations grayed out.
In the „combi view“ display mode, the next departure
with all stops on the way will be displayed, as well as
some following trains.
The optics will in any case be completely adapted to the
transport company. Depending on the requirements, we
bring together different interfaces and integrate them
into the display in real time. Thus, deviating routes are
highlighted, elevator disturbances on the stop-overs are
displayed, as well as disturbances in transfer relations,
even if they are operated by other transport companies.

Changed route with real-time fault message

Integration
These construction types are possible:
/// As stele single or double sided
/// As wall mounting
/// Integrated into existing signs or showcases

Site availability with various display options

DIGITAL STELE
Targeted information in a well
thought out solution
The application concept of the digital station gives the operator many application options. The modular design offers you any
configuration and retrofit options. All modules can be produced,
delivered and installed individually, which allows cost-effective
maintenance and repair.

YOUR ADVANTAGE:
MODULAR CONSTRUCTION,
CONVERTIBLE, EXTENDABLE
WITH ELECTRONICS
/// Can be retrofitted at any time
by module exchange
/// Any product configuration possible
/// Low conversion costs and repair costs
/// Vandalism protection
(for example anti-graffiti protective lacquer)

THE CONTENT: FLEXIBLE
The information is presented according to your specifications and
designs. From timetable posters over any number of static modules to digital real-time information, everything is freely definable.

Product Highlights:
/// Compact and slim design
/// Modular design, convertible, digitally expandable			
/// Economical in implementation and operation
/// Barrier-free and vandalism resistant

Interactive stops in public transport – information where needed.

STRUCTURE
BASIC SET UP

TECHNICAL DATA
Digital stele

Technical parameters

Application area

Transport industry, in- and outdoor navigation,
trade fair grounds, public infrastructure,
company and private grounds

Construction

Frame construction with a modular set-up:
statically ideal fixed, flat frame construction with
optional extendable, free configurable display
modules (aluminium panels),
modules are screwed together on every side for a
quick modul and display change

Height

Up to 300 cm

Width

Up to 58,3 cm

Frame Depth

Up to 18 cm

Fastening

-20 cm anchored

STANDARD COMPONENTS
Special bolts, electronic locks to prevent theft
Integrated impact protection (e.g. protective
lacquer or anti-splinter foil for monitors)
Powder coated display modules (aluminium panels),
available in every RAL-color version

Bumper bar

Ground anchorage

THE PRODUCT: SIMPLE AND BRILLIANT
The digital stele features a solid but also slim construction.
This allows to set up the stele on locations with limited space;
for example pedestrian ways or bus stop areas. A ground-anchored steelframe offers static stability. This is expanded by
the respective display modules. The whole product will be constructed and produced by Schilderwerk Beutha GmbH.

YOUR ADVANTAGE:
ECONOMICAL IN OPERATION
/// Easy installation and maintenance
/// Energy saving components
/// Low cost in retrofitting

THE INSTALLATION: FUNCTIONAL UND SOLID
The installation is carried out by simply embedding the stele
in the ground with concrete. A maximum of three people are
required. Once installed, the stele can easily be modified by its
construction, since the basic stand remains anchored. Only the
modules are replaced.

Technical layout alternatives
BASIC STELE

STELE INCLUDING DISPLAYS

LED-sign for remote effect

LCD-monitor with dynamic
and modifiable information
(details on page 6)

Voice output-button for departure times

FEATURE:
VOICE OUTPUT

LED highlighted static passanger or tourist information
(visible area has a height for
children and wheelchair users)

A solid stele (without electronic modules)
Various configurable modules
(powder-coated)
Sizes of modules
15 cm
30 cm
45 cm
60 cm
Basic stele

Tactile labels and buttons
for the voice output of information are also provided.
You will be impressed by the
smart and accurate usage of
information. Fact: This conception
will anticipate all prospective
requirements.

Including dynamic modules

YOUR ADVANTAGE:
ACCESSIBLE & VANDALISM-RESISTANT
/// Graffiti-protective-finish and display protection
/// Tactile signage possible, built ergonomically
/// Barrier-free because of voice output

OPERATIONS: SUSTAINABLE AND
COST-SAVING
The digital bus-stop has been produced for easy
handling without having a specific know-how and
the seperate assistance of the manufacturer. Based
on a special lock, the modules can be fixed in position
or dismounted. Thus, service and maintanance will
be reduced to a minimum.
The stele is equipped with an energy-saving
LED-display and data processor. Running costs will
be reduced to a minimum. The background LED-display-modules are produced for an ideal illumination
with a small amount of LED. Based on this, we have
a lower fault risk of as well as lower cost of servicing
and maintanance. Certified manufacturer are delivering the electrical elements.

Retrofitting of an information-„cube“ of BVG –
digital real-time-information

Digital stele of the Strausberger Eisenbahn, with voice output

CERTAINLY PROGRESSING
The company Schilderwerk Beutha GmbH was founded in
Germany in 1953 and is specialized in production and installation of traffic signs, advertising and signposting systems.
The Schilderwerk Beutha GmbH is able to offer any solution for
modern guidance systems thanks to a wide technology portfolio, starting with LED technology up to the enamel method
and an high manufacturing capacity including digitalprint, silkscreen printing and locksmith service.
The Schilderwerke Beutha GmbH uses up-to-date manufactu-

ring, service and installation resources, which provides the fast
and reliable process of major and complex orders.
Customers of the Schilderwerke Beutha GmbH also benefit
from innovation standards especially in the sectors energy effiency and safety.
As a co-contractor with the Deutsche Bahn AG, the Schilderwerke Beutha GmbH is focussing with the smart.STATIONS innovation program in economy, environment- and userfriendliness of transport stations since 2013.

OUR IT-PARTNER
Contact:
Schilderwerk Beutha GmbH
Soeren Vogel
Your expert in IT services for public transportation
Real-time passenger information und smart guiding are
core competences of the Leistreifen experts since 15 years.
In 2012 this know-how resulted in an enterprise and is
now constantly improving.
At the same time Leitstreifen isn‘t only limited to
software solutions. Thanks to our customer requests
and needs, Leistreifen is a service provider with
system supplier character today.

Technical Advisor
Fabrikweg 1
09366 Stollberg, OT Beutha
Tel.: +49 37605/777-351
Fax: +49 37605/777-777
soeren.vogel@SW-Beutha.de

Our Partner

Fabrikweg 1
09366 Stollberg OT Beutha
Tel.: +49 37605/777-0
Fax: +49 37605/777-777
Mail: info@SW-Beutha.de
Service hotline:
Tel.: +49 37605/777-333
Service hotline order management:
Tel.: +49 800-777 0 300
Service hotline claim management:
Tel.: +49 800-777 0 400
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